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GIGATRIBE VERSION 3 PUBLIC BETA AVAILABLE AT CES --  
 FREE WEB 2.0 PEER-TO-PEER FILE SHARING COMMUNITY  

 
January 5, 2009, Las Vegas, Nevada – GigaTribe www.gigatribe.com, the company revolutionizing 
file-sharing, today announced a public beta of GigaTribe Version 3 of its free, community-based 
file-sharing software.  GigaTribe will preview Version 3 this week at the Consumer Electronics Show 
(CES), Las Vegas, at Booth #IP228 (Sands).  Available now in public beta, with the final version 
available in the first Quarter 2009, GigaTribe Version 3 lets users easily share unlimited amounts of 
photos, videos, music, and other files with their “tribe” of friends, family, and coworkers, quickly 
and securely in a private, fully-encrypted peer-to-peer environment.  
 
Community File Sharing Software 
 
GigaTribe lets users set up communities of friends, family and coworkers.  When a GigaTribe user 
invites a friend to their community, the friend can access all of the user’s shared files: photos, videos, 
music, personal documents and more.  Community members can invite others, and communities 
grow as each new user offers their own files for sharing.  There are no files to upload, no size 
limitations, and all transfers are encrypted, so file sharing is fully secure.  Users can share individual 
files or entire folders, and file transfers can be resumed if a user goes off-line.  
 
New in GigaTribe Version 3 
 
New features in GigaTribe Version 3 include an easier interface for a quick and simple user-friendly 
experience and more web community features, such as personal file sharing, where users can 
comment or rate the files they share with friends; and a Personal Blog, with content only available 
when you are connected for added privacy (unlike the Public Blog).  In addition, newly added content 
is more obvious to see -- recently added files are highlighted with a different color than older files.   
 
Easy to Use – 1 Million Users strong 
 
Using GigaTribe Version 3 is so simple, there are only three steps required: 

1. Download the software and set up a free user account. 
2. Invite friends and family to join the community. 
3. Share folders and start downloading. 



 
 

 

 
GigaTribe’s over 1 million members know that GigaTribe is the best solution for sharing files with 
friends and family.  Unlike other photo and video sharing sites, files shared through GigaTribe remain 
in their original size -- resolution is never lowered for posting, as required by most photo and video 
sharing sites, such as Flickr and YouTube.  In addition, with GigaTribe’s instant messaging feature, 
users can chat with friends to tell them about new updates or other projects. 
 
GigaTribe Version 3 Free Features: 
 

• Share large photo, music, video, and data files with friends, coworkers, and family. 
• No size limitations for shared files, and no upload or download limits. 
• Intuitive interface  for a simple, quick, user-friendly experience. 
• Users can comment on or rate the files they share with friends. 
• Personal blogs with content only available when users are connected for optimal privacy. 
• Recently added files are highlighted so they stand out from older files.  
• 100% encrypted and private - only the people users have chosen will see shared folders. 
• Small business networking - an easy way to set up a network in any office to share folders with 

coworkers on or off-site. 
• Easy to use - anyone can share his or her own content, no technical knowledge required. 
• Instant messaging feature - lets users chat online with their “tribe.” 
• Easy to install. 
• Shortcut buttons make the most common actions available with a single click. 
• Fully encrypted and private - users can choose who can access their folders. 

 
Pricing and Availability:  
 
GigaTribe 3 is free, available now for Windows in public beta.  The final version of GigaTribe Version 
3 will be released first Quarter 2009.  There is also an upgrade available to the “Ultimate” version of 
GigaTribe, priced at $29.95 per year, with additional features: 
 

• Faster downloads. 
• Unlimited amount of simultaneous downloads. 
• Downloads from multiple sources, if available. 
• Remote Internet Access - users can access their computer from anywhere via the Internet.  
• Group access - users can select which folders are available to which groups of people (i.e. 

friends, family, work, etc.). 
• Shared folders can be password-protected. 
• Unlimited tech support by e-mail. 
• EasyConnect service. 

 
About GigaTribe 
 
GigaTribe revolutionizes file-sharing by providing users with a community-based platform to share files 
among friends and family. GigaTribe has over 1,000,000 users around the world. For more information, 
see: www.gigatribe.com. 


